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ABSTRACT 

A model of the nucleon based on the Bethe-Sal:peter equation is 

used to investigate the res:ponse of the binding energy to small :perturba-

tions. Comparisons ,vi th the predictions of an NjD model are drawn, 

and it is shown t~at the effect of perturbations in the strong-inte:raction 

coupling constant may be better described 'Ili th off-shell dynamics, In 

this model neither the photon-exchange graph nor the feedback effect 

* can explain tbe'neutron-proton mass difference, but if N exchange 

,provides the attractive force to bind the nucleon, then radiative 

* corrections to the N N~ vertex may e}~lain the sign of m - m . 
, n ; P 

Evidenc,e is given for the predominance of pseudovector rather thaIl 

pseudosc~lar rrNN coupling. 
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, I. INTRODUCTION 

,In the, :past few years, much effort has been made to: obtain 

insight into the behavior of strongly interacting composite systems 

which are subject to a :perturbation. For example, on-shell NjD 

, '" ' l' ,dynamics has been used to calculate mass dlfferences yvhen a symmetry 

is broken, and to :probe- the dynamical origins of octet enhancement. 2 

However, evidence3 of :possible inadequacies in the customary NjD 

a:p:proximations has, in:part, motivated co~siderable interest lately 

in off-shell dynamical models. 4 We discuss here a bound-state mode15 

in which the nucleon is assurnedto be described by a Bethe-Salpeter 

wave function, and a:pply the model to a calculation of the neutron-

:proton mass difference. We are interested 'not only in understanding 

this mass difference, but also in highlighting certain dis:parities 

between :perturbation calculations in NjD and Bethe-Sal:peter 

dynamics. Lacking any detailed understanding of the nature of the 

forces that might:produce a com:posite nucleon, we try to emphasize 

general :pro:perties that are inde:pendent of the details of the 

interaction kernel. To simplify the model we consider the nucleon 

as a :pion-nucleon bound state, thus neglecting the other members 

of the baryon octet and the decuplet in the constituent :particle 

channel. 

The im:portant conclusions of this paper are: 

1. The model strongly suggests that the pion-nucleon coupling is 

predominantly pseudovector rather than :pseudoscalar. 

2~ The photon-excha.rtge graph bet'treen the n: and the proton in 
. ' 
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the neutron state makes the neutron lighter than the proton in 

NjD 

cannot yield a sign for the n - p mass difference vlhich is opposite 

to that obtained from the driving terms. This result does not 

contain the arnbigui ty associated with unknovffi renormalization constants 

that one finds in feedback models 'Yri th elementary nucleons. 

4. . The radiative corrections' to the * N Nrt: coupling provide a 

plausible mechanisrll to explain the sign of the n - p mass difference 

* if N exchange is assumed to provide the predominant contribution to 

the interaction kernel. This is in contrast to the negligible effect 

of the coupling-constant renormalizations in the NjD model. 

Before proceeding 'in. th the details of this model, we mention 

several ways in which our treatment of the nucleon compares favorably 

with other models. First, the use of an off-shell Bethe-Salpeter 

description of the bound state eliminates the infrared divergence 

difficulty in the photon-exchange correction to the binding energy 

which apparently plagues the NjD model. 7 A second advantageous 

feature of our model is that it treats the relativistic effects due 

to the pion motion and in addition includes some damping provided by 

nucleon recoil. This latter effect renders our results less sensitive 

to the unknmm high-momentum behavior of the bound-state vrave function 

than would be the case in a static model. 

Lastly our model differs significantly from an HjD model in 

the follcnving way. Let us as S1..Une that the exchange of some particle 

..... 
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provides ,the dominant force in a bound-state ca.lculation. 'Then we 

can inquire as to the effect on the binding energy if the coupling 

constant of that exchanged particle is perturbed. N/D dynamics 

, '.' rJ"' 

provides a strange answer to this question. In particular, if vie 

. consider the nucleon bound state in the N - rr channel9Jld assume 

'" first only the N exchange force w~th the usual replacement of the 

,left-hand cut by a pole, then the sign of the shift in the binding 

energy depends crucially on whether that pole is. placed to the left 
", . 8 

or right of the bound-state pole. Indeed, in the static model, 

the discontinuity across the cut collapses t'o a a-function at the 

bound-state energy, and the shift in the binding energy vanishes 

identically for arbitrary shifts in the coupling constant. This is 

because the shift in the binding energy is related to an integral 

of the product of the discontinuity in the perturbed Born amplitude 

. times the square of the D function, and the latter vanishes identically 

at the bound-state energy. This aspect of N/D calculations results, 

we believe, is an underestimation of the magnitude of the effect of 

coupling-constant perturbations on bound-state energies as well as an 

ambiguity in the sign of this effect. 

We shall see that this spurious, or at best ambiguous, feature 

is not present in our model,but that the response of the binding 

energy to changes in the coupling constant of the exchanged particle 

is determined by off-shell effects. ,In particular, we shall shm'T that 

the intui ti vely expected decrease in the bound-sta te mass vrhen the 

attractive force is increased is obtained ';Then the effective coupling 
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of the bound state nucleon into the constituent ~ - nucleon. cDBnnel 

is predominantlypseudovector rather than pseud.oscalar. In addition) 

in contrast to the situation described above in an HID model.,. vre 

find that the electrotn.El.gnetic corrections to the coupling constant 

of the particle exchanged in the u channel can give a sie;nif'icant 

contribution to the n - p n~ss difference. 

/ . • 
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II. BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION: BOUND-STATE AIm PERTURBATION FOID-fLJLAE 
- , 

" """"" " 

This section c;ntains a b;ief revie'll" of the Bethe-Salpeter 

,description of a bound state a..rJ.d a derivation of a perturbation forrilUla 

by means ofvThich 'we may calculate ~he electromagnetic shifts in the 
(t 

bound-state energy. We consider a il- n;ucleon system vTi th incoming 

momenta and outgoing momenta 

It is convenient to introduce a, center-of-momentum (c .m. ) 

variable P and relative momentum variables p and q, defined by 

p 
, 

+ = Pl + P2 = ql q2 (2.la) 

and 

Pl-P2 ql-q2 
P = , q -, 

'2 2 
(2 .1b) 

'-

We will henceforth remain in the c.m. system and set. P = 0 The 

four-point function) G, satisfies the Bethe-Salpeter equation9 , 

G(p,p,q) = GO(p,p) o(p - q) + Go(p)p)~ d4
k V(P)p)k) G(P,k,q), 

(2.2) 

'where 

and V is- the interaction kernel. 
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If the. Green's mYlction coritains a bound-state :pole at 

2 2 
p, = MB ' then it has been shO\~'D that the Green's function may be 

written in theform9 , 

G(p,:p,q) i' 

, r ...... _ 
X(p ,:p rl":.! X(p, q) + 

2 " 2, 
P - ~ 

,R(P,p,q) , 

where R may be neglected at p2 = ~ 2 ,' Furthermore, the Bethe

Salpeter wave function, X, satisfies the homogeneous equation 

X(I',:p) 

22' 
at P =~. 

Two addi tio!).al relations involving the vTave function that 

'II b ful 1 t th 1· t· d·t· 10 Wl e use a er are e normalza lon con 1 lon 

2iP 
I-l 

= J' 'L~ '-( ) 
- d:p X P,p x(p ,:p) 

r dV(p,~,k) ~ X(P,k) 

lJ d P _I 
I-l 

(2,6) 

and an equation relating the wave function to the effective coupling 

constant of the bound state into the constituent :particle channel. 

This coupling constant is defined as the residue of the on-shell 

T-matrix elemen,t at the bound-state pole and can be related to X by 

the integral 'equation 

T = V + V G V. ' 

I 
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It. can be seen from the defini tion9 of Xasa time-ordered product 

of the constituent-particle field operators betueen the vacuum and the 

bound state .that the nucleon vrave function transforms like a; spinor. 

I'Te wTite 

(2.8) 

and use Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), and (2 .• 7), and the !'elation beti'leen the T-matrix 

element and the vertex function j rO$~ to obtain 

192 1 
Tao :;:: (2)1)4 rat) (p,p) (1 - ~)t); r),o(p,p) 

I 

If U is now taken to be a free-particle spinor for the bound-state 

nucleon, then we have 

u(p) 0) u(p) =. (~ + ~) (~) -1 , (2.10) 

and \\'e obtain the result 

(2.11) 
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If vie nOi'1 go on the . constituent-particle mass shell, ass1.l.rning, for 

defini t.eness, "pseudoscalarn:NN cou"pling, then 'I.,re have I' - r ..; 'Y - - - - -0 - '5 

and 

(2.12) 

shell 

is the desired relation between the coupling constant, which is knovm 

from experiment, and the Bethe-SalIleter i.,rave function. 

We next derive an expression for the ch~nge in the bound-state 

mass in the presence of a small perturbation. To simplify notation 

we rewrite Eq. (2.5) in the condensed notation 

.) 

The variable ME .which appears here is to remind u~ that the equation 

. 1 l'd at 'p2. __ M_2. 18 on y va ). -13 NO"T let us write another Bethe-Salpeter 

equation valid when a small perturbation is applied to the system 

which results'in a bound state with mass M' • 
B' 

--
G -1' (M' ) 
o . B 

X' (M' ) B = V' (M' ) B X' (M; B)' 

We first translate this equation to p2 = ~2 by writing 

(2.14 ) 
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. so that Eq. (2.11) becomes, to lowest order in.the })erturbation, 

. -1' . .;Jx (~) ;JG-1(~) 
GO-I' (~) X' (~) + GO '. (~). d~ 6r~ + ~~ X' (~) 6~~ 

;Jv (~)' ;Jx (~) 
= V' (~) XI (~) + . a MB X' (~) 6~ + VI (~) o~ 6~. 

(2.16) 

Here, 6M
B 

= M'B -~. If' we now define the perturbations in the 

-1 
q'l:lantities X, V"and GO by the equations 

V'(~) .- V(~) + . 6 v(~) '. 

and 

X' (M:s) == .X(~) + 6X(~) 

and substitute into Eq. (2.16) ,\.,re obtain 
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VcX 
vx + VoX + dIvr.s 

-10- ..... 

-1 
OG X +. o 

CG. -1 
o 

cV 
oM + oVX . + 'S'L OM

13 
X 

B 01_1) 

Since all quantities in this equation are to be evaluated at p2 = ~ 2 

w~hSve dropped the ~ariable .~.' Now multiply on the left of Eq.(2.18) 

by X and integra.te over the relative momentum •. Equation(2.13) and its 

adjoint allow the cancellation of the first three terms on the right 

. and left, leaving, after a rearrangement, the equation 

[x CG -1 
cV xl X OG

O
-1 X 0 X - X o~ XoVX - (2.19) 

(j~ .~ 
= 

u 

.The combination of terms on the left is exactly that which appears in 

the normalization· equation (Eq. 2.6) and we therefore may simplify 

Eq.(2.19)to the useful form 

21 NL oNL = X 0 G -1 X - XoVX • 
-13 -13 . 0 . 

( 2.20) 

The lowest· order contribution to o GO 
-1 i,s given by 

C -1 c'G -1 
. -1 GO 

om 0 5,[1 o GO = + 
2m C!-l 

(2,21) 

where m and flare the. masses of the constituent nucleon and pion. 

• 
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, This ternigives rise to the feedbe,ck effect ; it relates the shift 

in the bound state mass to the shift in the constituent particle 

masses. The second term in Eq. '(2.20) can be decomposed in similar, 

fashion; If the strong, interaction kernel is given. by sj.ngle 

particle exchange, then :..,e "rrite 

'6V, + 
'OV 

dm exch. 
'6 mexch . + BY (2.22) 

where '6V is a driving term which .. ;ill be the single photon exchange 

graph in our model', Iil exch. is the mass of the exchanged particle and 

A. is the product of the coupling constants of the exchanged particle 

.. Ii th' the constituent particles. A graphical' summary of Eqs. (2.21), 

(2.22), for an interaction kernel conSisting of single particle 

exchange in the u channel, is given in Fig~ 1. 
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III ~ THE NUCLEON \roTA VE FTJNCl'ION 

".'" " #~ 

The problem rernains of finding a suitable Bcthe-Salpcter ,.,rave 

function. HhiJe there have ?een some interesting attempts to find 

approxirr..ate solutions to Eq. (2.5), assuming a particula.r form for 

the interaction kernel, we "rill not follow this approach here • 

. Instead, w!= shall 11 construct" a wave function in a manner which is 

independent.of the detailed dynamics of the :rr - N system, taking 

as our guidethe general properties ,.;hich a Bethe-Salpeter wave 

function should satisfy. 

Let us first ,consider the analytic structure of the "rave 

function. ,If the effective coupling constant, g) in Eq. (2.12) is 

non-zero. and finite, then X must have simple poles when the constituent 

particles are on their mass shells. Thus we can write 

X(p,p) = ,GO(p,p) F(P,p) U(p) • , ( 3.1) 

The function F(P,p) has the transformation properties of the vertex 

function as can be seen from Eqs. (2.8), (2~11). For pseudo scalar 

coupling, we expect 

FCp) = (3.2 ) 

"Thile for pseudovector coupling we "would have' 

• 
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Here, c is a normalization constant to be determined byEq. (2.6).· 

In order to proceed \\Te make the. crucial assUlP.:ption that 

f(p) and g(p) have no nearby singUlarities. That is, we assume 

that the only singularities of the ~'lave function, for small. values 

of the relative mom~ntu.rn., are the poles at the 11" mass and at the 

. nucleon mass. This isequi valent to saying that f(p) and g(p) 

are approximately independent of the fourth component of the relative 

momentum since any integral over the ,,,ave function [as in Eqs. (2.6) or 

. - (2.20) ] will be dominated by ·the 10vl mass singularities provided for 

example by the 11" me son pole. It can be shovm5 that the functions 

f(p) and gep) should be insensitive to the relative energy of the 

tvlO body system if retardation effects in the interaction kernel can be 

ignored. Retardation may, in fact, be unimportant if the 10l"est mass 

singularity in the interaction kernel is at a sufficiently large 

* momentum compared. to the binding energy. Therefore, if N and N 

exchange provide the nearest singularity in the cross channel, then 

the binding energy, which is equal to the 11" mass, indeed satisfies 

this condition and the approximation may be eJ-..'-pected to be valid. 

Hhile these arguments are not rigorous, they are plausible and vle 

shall accept their conclusion by setting f(p) and. g(p) equal to 

functions of only the relative three-momentum. 
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Another condition 'VTe ,can use to 'further restrict the fOrin of 

the wave function- is the asymptotic behavior of the I'rave function., It 

11 ' ' , 
has been shmm that a Bethe-Salpeter wave function must decrease 

faster than a certain pow'er of the relatj.ve momentum as p'~ CD. For 

a ~ - N , bound state} this requires that 

for [pi --+ 00. Helice} 

and 

7 
X(p) < Ipl-2' 

for large p J 
.,;.,.... 

1 

g(p) < Ip[ -2" 
.....-

3 
f(p) < Ipl 

-2" 

""'" '"""'" 

For small p we expect an asymptotic form for 

which is characteristic of a Schroedinger bound state wave function. 

This) in fact) .is guaranteed by the free propagators appearing in 

Eq. (3.1).-

For, f(p) and g(p) we shall use the forms 

'2 2-1 2/2 
g(p) -p A 

== (p + A) , e .. ",,-,,,,, 
-"... 

(p2 + A2) 
-2 ,,-2/2 

-'0 A 
f(p) == , e ;..-... 
~ ... .;."'-
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containing a single parameter,A This p9,ri:HJleter, as 'Hell as the 

overall, constant} c} multiplying the I,rave function, 'Vrill be determined 

by Eqs. (2:6), (2~12) and the expe:i'imenta:l value of the rcNN coupling 

,constant. Clearly if A turns out to be ,too small} say of the order 

of the rc-mass, then the arguments given above to justify the model 

'. are inapplicable and the model would be, unsupportable. 

To conclude this section we apply Eq. (2.6) to the normallza-

tion,of the I·rave function and) together'with Eq. (2.l2),to the 

determination of the parameters A and c. Consider, for definiteness) 

the wave function corresponding to pure pseudoscalar rcNN coupling 

which isgi ven by 
n 

where g(p) is given by Eq. (3.7). In order to apply Eq. (2.6) we 
""'" 

have to know something about the interaction kernel because of the 

second term ,vhich contains a deri vati ve of V with respect to the 

center o'f mass energy. If V 'consists of nucleon exchange then this 

term vanishes because the nucleon exchange kernel depends only on the 

relative momentum.' However} the N* exchange kernel does depend on 

'the center of mass energy because of the derivative N*Nrc interaction. 

We may expect this term ,to be small, fortunately, as can be seen from 

the fa,ct that in the static model, the N* propagator projects out 

only the spatial components of the pion momentum. Thus the kernel 

depends only on the spatial components of the' center of mass energ';!,. 
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whereas in applying Eq." (2.6) we take only the foUrth component of 

p .' Hith non-static kinematics we expect this term to be small and 
I.l. 

an estimate gives a contribution vThich is approximately I.l./~* times 

the contribution of the first term on the right in Eq. (2.6). He 

will therefore drop the term depending on although a possible 

large contribution resulting from more complicated kernels cannot 

be ruled out. ". 

From the fourth component of the first term in Eq. (2.6) vle 

. "·12 
obtain , the normalization condition 

2i m :: 

after performing some Dirac algebra. We have set ~:: m "because'the 

bound state mass is equal to the constituent nucleon mass in lOvTest 

order. A second relation betw"een lI. and c is obtained from Eq. 2.12. 

We write 

Ip) 
-1 IplLO) + ~ In 1! +) :: 

-V3 
( .3 .10) 

In) 
1 

InlL
o> - jf. Ip 1L-) :: -p-

lJ3 . 3 

and hence have 

g 0 
1! pp 

C 
:: (" 2 2) 

g P ~-IJ. 

"'"""'" 
( 3 .11) 

.... 

::,) 
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= 14.4. 

Calculated values for /\ and c appear in Table I for pseudo scalar 

and pseudovector llNN coupling. 
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IV. P3EUDOVECTOR OR PSEUDOSCALAR rcl\"J.IT COUPLING? 

In thi.s and thefollmring section, vTe investigate the ~onsequences 

of our model. vle have discussed tHO forms for the wave function 

corresponding to pseudbscalar and pseudovector rc-nucleon coupling •. ./ 

strangely enough the model' sharply distinguishes bet'~reen these two 

possibilities. We w3ke the reasonable postulate that if the magnitude 

of the coupling constant of an attractive force j,s increased then the 

mass of the bound state \,ill decrease. Let us then compute the contribu-

tion to Om resulting from the first term in Eq. (2.22): 

2im. om = 

We need not assume that the kernel consists of the single particle 

exchange graph as ~ could be any overall constant multiplying the 

kernel. That is,we only assume 

and therefore we have 

2i m om = 

cv V 
~ = "-

(4.1) 

Using the Bethe-Salpeter wave function equation (Eq.C2 .5)) vle .can ;. 

eliminate the unlmOim quantity, V, in Eq. (4.3) .and 00tain 

L· 

• 
.,. 
" 
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. , 

(4.4 ) 

. ,", 

We have written this equation. for a one channel problem as this 

simplification does not affect the vaiidity of the argument. The 

multichannel generalization will be given later when we compute the 

effect of the radiative corrections to the . N*N~ coupling constants 

on the nucleon masses •. For psuedoscalar and pseudovector coupling 

and 

2i m 8m 
8~ 

= - ~ 

4 If ; ;p;p .2 . ' - J d P, (2" +.p-) 75 (2" - J! + m) 75 (2" + p') f (PJ U(p) 
U(p) P . 2 2 P 2 2 ' 

[(- - p) - m] [- + p) - 1.1 ] 2 . 2 
(4.6) 

respectively. Now using the identities 

and 

( 4.8) 

. 2 em )3 em. ) - 2 
= 2m p - 2 + Po + 2 + Po P 

"""" 
I, 
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and performing the pole integrals in -the. PO plene vre obtain the 

results 

O\. 2r:: i 
2 ( 

g2(p) [ (p 2 2) _1. 2 m2) -t J c d3p + I..L 2 (~"- + +- i 4m 
2i m om 

A. J 

and 
( 

2i m om = O\. "2 f ~ 

f2(p) [p2/2 (p 
2 2n: i c I d./p + 

\. -' ""Y. "' ... 

For simpliCity, vle have dropped terms vlhich are of order 

(4.9) " 

2)-1 (2 
I..L + m P 

(4.10) 

L or 
2m 

;.. ..... \ 

sr.laller for arbitrary p and \'lhich do not affect the argument. In 

+ 

the first of these expressions the right h~nd side is clearly positive 

imaginary and tpe second it is. clearly negative imaginary for arbitrary 

and g(p) 
-~, 

Now, if \. > 0 corresponds to the attractive case 

then " o\. > 0 corresponds to a perturbation which makes the force more 

attracti ve and it is obvious that the pseudovector vlavef1llction, not 

the pseudo scalar wave function, has the desired property of yielding a 

clecrease in the mass of the bound state. He conclude that the \'lave 

i"tlIlction must be predominantly pseudovector. " 

m2) -1 ] 

.-:. 

'-
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v. THE h:" P MASS DIFFERENCE 

To compute the effect· of the photon ex_change graph (Fig •. lk) 

on the binding energy of the neutron vle use Eq.(2.20), (2.21) and 

let13 

/ 

= 

.-

(5.1) 

We are assuming constant nucleon and pion form factors for simplicity 

as the convergence of the integral is assured by the high.momentum 

behavior of the wave function. 'For both pseudovector and pseudoscalar 

coupling, the result is a negative shift in the neutron mass. The 

numerical values are shmm in Table 2. 

Next, we calculat.e the feedback effect given by Eq. 2.21. 

Since the quantity m - m transforms like an isovector~ only the mass 
np 

differences of the constituent nucleons can enter in the calculations • 
. 

From Eqs. (2.2C),(3.10) we have 

2i m om I om + 2I om +A n = 3" n "3 p n 

C5 .2) 

2i m om I 2I om +A 
3 

om +-
P P 3 n p 

.where 

J 4 -
() GO-l(PJp) 

x(pJ p) ( 5.3) I = d p x(p,p) 
() m 
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An and Ap' are the .contributionsfr'om the. 'OV term and. m is .the 

nucleon mass in the absence of electromagentic effects. Solving for 

m - m = om - om , we obtain 
n p n p 

m - m = n p 

A - A 
np 

1 I - + r:
o~m 

( 5.4) 

,; 

Thus if the feedback effect is to change the sign of the mass difference, 

" we must have 

I < - 6im 

Now, in the static limit III = 2m as a conse'luence of the normaliza-

tion condition on X. More genErally, with pseudoscalar coupling we 

obtain 

I = 

. 2 
2 (") (2 2 ,m) 

g .:€. PO - R + mpO + 4 

Comparing with E'l' (3.9), we see,that 

. with the nucleon recoil correction, and thi's is true for arbitrary 

g(p) . 

. ..b d t 1'. 14 d th A similar result holds lor pseu avec or coup ~ng an .e 

.' 

I' " 

• , 



,. 

! ',' 
( . , 
I 

(~ 

., 

./ 
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.. numerical results aresh01ffi in Table 3. Note that the feedback integral 

has the correct . sign to. cause a.change in the sign of mn - mp ·if the 

rcNN coupling is pseudoscal.ar ,but 'not if. it is pseudovector. Our 

conclusion; at this point, is that neither .the photon exchange graph 

nor the feedback mechanism c~ explain the· n' - pmass difference . 

. The remaining perturbations are the radiative corrections to 

the strong binding potential Sh01ffi in Figs. l.c, l.j. We ..... 'ill primarily 

be interested in the effect of the radiative corrections to the coupling 

constant of the exchanged particle ina single particle exchange 

interaction kernel. In order to calculate this effect \'le first rewrite 

Eq. (4.4) in a form appropriate to a multichannel problem. We will use 

Greek subscripts to denote the members of the bound state and constituent 

nucleon multiplets, Latin subscripts to denote the rc mesons and Greek 

superscripts to denote the members of the multiplet of exchanged 

particles in the u-channel. Then Eq. (2.5) can be written 

= Vr . 
a · ~. l,uJ 

Using Eq. (2.12), we can define the index-free quantities X and V by 

X~ai -- g~ai X (5.9) 

and 

r r r V Vai,Oj - gaj ~Bi 

sp. that E.q. (5·8) becomes 

.' 



_1 
G - X = o 

By the same procedure} 

2i m om = 
. 13 

-1 
gArv

f--~,l 

r,Ct}o,i,j 

·UCRL-17329 

( 5.11) 

is the multicn..annel generalization of ECl~ (4.3). Using ECl. (5.11) we 

obtain 

L 
r,Ct} 0, j, i 

L 
"A,k, 1" 

We adopt the convenient normalization for the coupling constants: 

I = 1 = (5.1~ 
Ct,j 

Then" with a nucleon exchange interaction kernel i-re have the result 

where 

2i m(om - om) = 
n . p 

2 

Y3 
J (og n 0 - + 5 gp·

o 
) 

n:rr p:rr _ 

( 5.16) 
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. . 

Since the g' s are normalized to unity, the quantity X· in this " 

expression. is given by Eq.(3. 8 ). liTe note ,that the mass difference 

is proportional to devIations from charge .syrnmetry 'Hhich are lGlO'I'ffi 

from nuclear physi~s to be quite small: However) there is reason to 

believe that N* exchange should playa more dominant role than N 

exchange in the interaction kernel since the former is apparently 

attractive and the latter repulsive in the nucleon state. With N* . 

exchang~Eq. (5.13) leads to 

2i m(om . - om ) 
. r N*-

- 0 g 
N*++ 

:: Jlo g n p + n1t pre 

1 .0 g 
N*o 1 N*+ ] (5.17) + 

V3 -v3 
o g - + 

prr nn: 

The nu.merical values of the integral. J, in Eq •. (5~16), are given in 

. Table 4. We consider only the case, of pseudovector couplingj J has 

the opposite sign and approximately the same magnitude as that given 

in the table if l'Te assume pseudoscalar coupling and we have argued 

above that this implies that the wave function must be predominantly 

pseudovector. 

Some experimental evidence exists for isotopic spin symmetry 

violations in N* . decays, and therefore l'le can attempt an est:i.rnate 

of the' quantity in brackets in Eq.(5.l7) by using the relation 

2 4re 
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, .. ' 15· .. 
and the experiinental results . 

r 
*-N. 

lif -
N*-:-

r 
N*++ .'. 

.. 
M 

N*++ 

M -i<++ 
N 

= 25 + 23 MeV. 

r 

= 7.9 ±6.8 MeV. 

N*- exchange can only contribute.to the interaction kernel of the 

proton whlole N*++. h 1 t °b t t th t exc ange can on y con rl u e 0 e neu ron. 

( 5.19) 

The 

larger width implies a larger coupling constant and this results 

in a more deeply bound proton., Iveassu.me the N*+ is nearly 

degenerate with the N~' and N*++ as SU6 gives the relation 

M - .M = m m and in any case the 
N*o N*-f: n p 

;'- in Eq. (5.17) 
V3 

*0 N*+ suppresses, somewhat, the N . and contributions. The errors in 

the experimental values of or * N 
- r *_ - r *++ and 

N N 
~_ - m *++ are strongly correlated sothatJ for example} the 

N . 
sm~ller N* ~ass difference should be considered with the smaller 

width difference. Taking orN* = 2 MeV, om * = 1.1 MeV we obtain 
N 

and this mass difference increases monotonically as or N* and, omN* . 
,. 

. increase. For example, .rith oTN* ::: 25 MeV. and 

we obtain 

om·",
"N" 

7.9 MeV. 

'~"' 

,10 
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om = 8~9 MeV. 
p 5.21 

Thus all the values of om - om calculated for values of n p 

orN* and o~* within the J.,arge .experimental errors have the correct 

sign but are considerably larger than the experimental value 

m - m = 1.3 MeV. However, it must be remembered that the nucleon 
n p 

wa ve function vTill, - iIl general; ~ represent a c omb ina tion of pseudo-

vector and pseudoscalar couplings and the pseudoscalar .part of the 
, 

wave function vrill lead to a contribution to m - m vrith the n p, 

opposite sign, thus diminishing the value calculated above. If the 

predominant part of the wave function is pseudovector, we are assured 

of a positive contribution to m - m , but the, exact value depends 
n p , 

on'the relative proportions of the tyro terms in the wave function. In 

addition, the photon exchange graph gives a, negative contribution to 

m - m of approximately 1 MeV. and the feedbaCk effect must be 
n p 

included which multiplies the final result by approximately 

It is clear that a reliable calculation of m - m n p 

3 
"4 
is impossible 

at this point. Our conclusion is that the electromagnetic corrections 

* to the N N11: coupling constant can give rise to sizeable shifts in 

the nucleon masses and this effect is in the direction of yielding a 

'positive value for m ' - m . 
n p 

This is in c~ntrast to the negligible 

effect of these coupling constant perturbations calculated in an N/D 

1 model. ' 

'. 
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·VI. FURTHER DISCUSSION AIm CONCLUSION 

We have estimated the effect of the Wr. wzss differences in 

the u channel from Eq,s. (2.2C),{2 .22) and find that these give rise 

to at most a 10% correction to the effects calculated previously. 

This is because the differention "ri th respect to the WX- mass 

brings dmm an extra factor of v/y · in the integrals. This small· 

effect gives a negative contribution to m - m n p 
For the same 

reason) the effect of the graph in Fig. 1. g should be insignificant. 

A source of uncertainty in the calculations arises from our 

approxiw~tion of including only constituent pions and nucleons. It 
. . .. 16 

has been suggested by several authors that it may be necessary 

to include strange particles or the N* resonances in the constituent 

channel in order to understand the neutron-proton mass difference. If 

we continue to. assume that the inelastic channels are described by 

Bethe-Salpeter wave functions of the form discussed in Section 3} even 

though this assumption becomes less tenable as the masses of the 

constituent particles increase) then it is possible to partially justify 

o:xr neglect of these additional channels. For example) the effect of 

+ . 0 
K ~ K mass difference in the KA and KL channels can be 

estimated from E~s. (2.20)J (2.21) to be at most 0.5· MeV. This estimate 

i::lvoives the KAN and KIN coupling constants wl>ich are knolm to be 

approximately 
1 of the rcNN couplings. 17 It is difficult to - more 
3 

estimate the importance of the l-Frc or Nrc" channels. In addition) 

several authors l>~ve suggested that the cr mesons wzy be important 
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in the inelastic cha.nnels, but. \.Je have not estimated what effect this 

might have on m - m 
n p 

If the experimental data on the charge dependence of the N* 

masses and widths inspired sufficient confidence to warrant a precise 

calculation, then the octet of baryons and the decuplet would have to 

be included. We have stressed here that the neutron-proton mass 

difference may be qualitatively understood without this complication. 

In conclusion} we wish to reemphasize the fact that the 

customary approximations used in N/D, dynamics and in Bethe-Salpeter 

equation dynamics give a very different picture of the effect of 

coupling constant perturbations on bound state masses. vIe have noted 

that'such perturbations may give a large contribution to off-shell 

mass difference calculations in spite of the fact that they are often 

negligible in. N/D calculations. -This latter phenomenon is, we believe, 

;.the consequence of including only the si:ngle particle exchange contribu-

tion to the force. Frequently the many-particle left hand cuts are 

distant and maybe neglected., In the static model of the nucleon} 

however} the N/D approximation gives a zero amplitude.with a single 

nucleon excp~nge Born input and therefore more distant cuts are clearly 

more important. Therefore in N/D calCLuations of the properties of the 

baryon octet or decuplet} where single particle exchange in the u channel 

gives rise to a short cut lying near or on top of the bound state pole} 

the force and hence the response to perturbations in the force w.ay be 

-grossly underestilY'.ated by the approximation of including only the 

u channel. single particle exchange Born input. This disadvantage is 

overcome in a Bethe Salpeter equation model yTPich includes an infinite 

. number of left hand cuts. 
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LEGEND . 

Fig. 1. Electromagnetic effects contributing to. the bound-state 

energy shifts given by ECl' (2.20). a, b give rise to the feed back 

effectj c, ••• j are corrections to the strong interaction kerrielj 

k is a driving.term. Graphs a,f,i do not contribute to. the 

isovector Cluantity m - m 
n .p 

\ 
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. TABLES 

Table 1. Values of 2 A and 
2 '.' . 

c calculated from Eqs.· (2.6,2.12) 
. 

assuming: a •. pseudoscalar 1tNN coupling, . 

= 14.4 .. , 

b. pseudovector 1tNN coupling, 

. 2 
f o 
.1t pp = -2 0.08 !-1 
41t 

'. 

2 
.. 2 -1 .. ' 

C' + A) . E· .. 

.. 

.2; 2 -p . A· 
e ~ 

.. 

f---._.,--_._ ... _ .... _-_ .. "~J'_~' __ '_' ___ '''' __ .J.''W_~_~'''_''_;_''~_'~'_''"'' __ ' • .. -·'-T .. · .. --~-~ .... -"'.~'~.-.·'"·--· .... ···.'--·'··.· .. -

l A2 -- _ - 49 ~2 - - -- _ _ -- - I - 64 ~2 -I 

-r-:~·-·----li-·-~~:·~;~5 ----~I~·---~~·~-···-~-j 
I l I, 1 

a. 

b. 

. ,. . 
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'Table II. Contribution of the photon exchange .dri ving term} Fig. (1. j ), 

to em 'l-7i th: a. pseudoscalar rrl'm coupling,· b. pseudovector ·"IifN 
n 

coupling. 

,.. 

i 
I 

I I 2 .2-1 . 2/ 2 
i g(p) I (p + A ) 

-p A 

! ! e··- I ~ 
·1. , ! I 

I 

i om t 
-1.5 MeV. - 0.9 MeV. ! , I 

I 
n ! I s 

; I 
i 

a. 

I (p2 + 11.2)-2 I 
. 2/ 2 

I f(p) . -p A 
! e ::::.. 
I ....... 

i I 
1 I I ., 
i I I i 
1 . om I -1.2 MeV. -1.0 MeV •. 
I n ! I 'j " I l I 

1 

b. 
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'Table III. Value of the fe~d back integral I, giv0 by Eq. (5.3). 

assu.tning: a. pseudo scalar n~TN coupling, b. pseudovector . nmT coupling. 

I g(p) ·'22 -1 
.(~ +A) I 

~----------------~-r--------------------~----------------------~ 
i 
I 
~ 

a. 

-2 . 
(p2. + A2) 
"'" 

0.91 

b. 

- 0.72 

, I 0.88 
I 
1 

Table IV. Value of the' integral J, CEq. (5.l6))which relates the coupling 

constant renormalization to the boUnd state energy shifts for pseudo~ 

vector nNN coupling. With pseudoscalar coupling, J has approxiwately 

the same magnitude, but the opposite sign. 

f(p) (p 2 + A2)-2 - ...... 1 
i I 

I 
~----------------r-------'----------------~----------------------l 

J -38 i 
2 

I-l. , 
I 

2· 
-37 i I-l. I 

I 
:1 

i 
1 
i 
! 
~ 
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